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Afk arena hero tier list october 2020



AFK Arena's cast of over 70 heroes provides a decent substitute for experimentation in different game modes. As in most games of the same genre, you will quickly realize that there are devices that are worth investing more in than others. This list aims to rank the heroes according to how useful they are to the player.
There are useful descriptions also added so it's worth your time to check them out and build the best party that you can. Tier List Methodology This level list was made with the following considerations in mind: Built for endgame in mind, so this list assumes that the heroes are level 240+ and completely elevatedThe
hero's viability in different game modes is consideredUnit's synergy with other heroes of the party is also considered the list is compatible with AFK Arenas version 1.41 patch released in June 2020 Tier List While the heroes are ranked , each is also given a rating based on how good they are in AFK arena's main game
modes: PvE, PvP, Arcane Labyrinth, and Quests. This information is essential to make more detailed decisions about how to maximize your party based on your playstyle. S-tier: These heroes are worth every time invested in them because their stats and utility in the endgame are second to none. These are well-rounded
heroes who can excel and fit into almost every party composition you put them in. These are still worth your time raising at any time in the game. B-tier: These are great devices, but they don't stand out specifically for endgame content where every stat-point matters in all game modes. C-tier: These are your average
units that shouldn't have any business to be in your party late in the game unless you have a specific need for them. D-tier: It is recommended that you sacrifice these immediately when starting the gate towards late play. There is undoubtedly no way to justify using them in higher combat. Additional tips When you build
your party AFK Arena, at its core, is still a gacha game. This means that you have no immediate control over which heroes you have. In this regard, the best players always find a way around non-optimal hero lineups by strategizing around what heroes they already have, and not the ones they want. But if you're serious
about maximizing your party in the AFK Arena, it's important to realize early on that some heroes are just better than others in the long run. This can be caused by superior state expletives, or only other heroes reaching their upper limit in the middle of the game. This level list is intended as a first guide to help you get an
idea of how your heroes will fare in the endgame. Above all, strategizing is still the key to success in the AFK Arena and this list will certainly help with that. This AFK Arena Tier List gives players a rough idea of the best Heroes you should focus on Different stages of the game: Early, Mid, and Late Game. Hero Hero For
different game modes also included: PvP, PvE, Labyrinth Arcane, and Guild Boss.Om you're new to the game, check out the hero priority guide to see which heroes you should focus on first! Let's go straight to our Character Tier List for now. Make sure you read the Note at the end of this article for more ideas. Last
Update: Patch 1.54 (December 29, 2020) – Added joker &amp; QUEEN! AFK Arena Tier List for Late Game (Lvl. 161 → 240)At this state of the game, Legendary Heroes will receive no further upgrades skill, they will fall off in power, lose profitability. AFK Arena Late Game is now more developed around Mythic
Heroes.Fodders (Late Game): It's safe to sacrifice these Heroes immediately to upgrade the others. Play AFK Arena on PC/Mac to enjoy the game at any time! AFK Arena Early Game Tier → List ranks Heroes based on their ability to finish early games efficiently and efficiently. They are usually the Heroes who can carry
their teams with the least amount of investment. During the early stages of the game, it is recommended to use either as your main bear while slowly Daimon, or Saurus as they will be your main bear from level middle to the very late game. Choose Ezizh from the challenger shop and use lab coins for Arthur except when
a dimensional ex-change is in progress. More details here! AFK Arena Tier List for Mid Game (Level 61 → 160)The interlude starts from level 61 because this is where Legendary Heroes gets its Ultimate lvl.2 and Mythic Heroes gets their 4th skill, making them much more viable than the early game. This is a huge level
up achievement for all heroes in the AFK Arena. This is where true battles begin. AFK Arena End Game Tier Listed at this stage of the game, all your 5* Ascending Heroes should be on lvl. 240+ with full Mythic Gear + Signature Items! Fodders (Late Game): It is now absolutely certain to sacrifice these Heroes
immediatelyNote RankingTierDescriptionS +Literally over-powered. They possess the incredible abilities that can easily change the outcome of the match. SThe most powerful Heroes that have game changing abilities when they are on the right team. AThese are very good heroes who own the solid tools and game-
changing qualities. BGreat Heroes that provides decent abilities and game changing qualities. CAverage Heroes which has some decent tools but lacks game changing qualities. DSituational Heroes without tools. Or you have to spend a huge investment for them to work. Can only be used in certain specific teams.
FTypically useless Heroes in most team compositions. Better not to use them in most cases. Tier List SectionsOverall: A general level list that serves as an overview of the heroes' power and utility at the specific level range. PvP: A more specific level list of heroes best suited to Arena.PvE: A specific level list of heroes
best used for and King's Tower.Lab (Labyrinth &amp; Peaks of Time): The level list specific to best suited for Arcane Labyrinth and Peaks of Time mode. Team Hunting: Tierlist on which heroes are best to take against Team Hunting BossesLevel 1-160: Saveas, Mirael, Tasi, Brutus, Lucius, Elijah &amp; Lailah, Nemora,
Solise.Level 161-240: Shemira, Athalia, Elijah &amp; Lailah, Brutus, Lucius, Nemora, Daimon, Lyca.Level 240+: Talene, Rowan, Elijah &amp; Lailah, Izold, Daimon, Tasi, Nemora, Rosaline, Ezizh, Mehira, Khazard, Lyca, Arthur, Athalia, Ainz.For more information, please roll down! Endgame PVE &amp; PVP Tier List by
ShizzamFirstly, this is my personal opinion. Each player has their own playstyle so what's amazing to me might just be OK for you so take this, and some hero level list, with a grain of salt. I have categorized the heroes in these sections and subsections and gave a brief justification. Note that many heroes fulfill more than
1 role. PvE HeroesPress + button to see more detailsArguably the best healer. Immortal. Great damage if supported. Useful at any ascendant level. Damage based on enemy hp so scales incredible even at low ascent. Great energy and self-sufficient. Injuries have a chance to ignore enemy defenses so great damage
scaling. Controlled with suction and ult. Very good bass stats with high hp regen, cc immunity and a great signature object to buff allies. Probably the best idea in the game with big heals, energy regen for the team and stuns. Best buffs in the game. Very good damage, buffs and a very strong control, dare very well with
the enemy level. Probably the best debuffs in the game. Can lockdown the enemy heals and energy easily. Amazing raw injury statistics. So strong that she can falter enemies on massive lvl deficits. Her ultimate can wipe enemy teams at 80+ lvl deficits. Great damage and can falter. Very good heal and cc.Very good
buffs and damage that scales with enemy hp. Teleport allows her to refuel to some extent and arguably the best cc in the game. Amazing energy regen that remains at death, great at denying the enemy ults. With signature items a solid tank: 4 x cheat deaths that replenish. Even a very strong injury dealer. Solid damage,
self-sufficient and a big single goal locking. Very good base statistics with high hp regen, cc immunity and good control. Great haste and damage buff and with furniture, a strong damage dealer. Very good AoE damage, enemy debuffs and strong control. Very good AoE debuff that can interrupt spells and attacks. When
ramped up, very good hp regen and cc immunity. Very strong damage and heals. Only query is vulnerable to interruptions. Good injury, unique style of play so very good in niche situations. Great damage debuff and can ramp up quickly during a battle. Best abilities for scaling with enemy damage. But retaliation is hard to
pull off. Dropping off the hard playoffs, but he still has good defense abilities and heals. Great single case lockdown and furniture post. Very strong raw injury abilities, the question is He needs team support while stealing defense from his teammates. Very strongly self maintain maintain furniture item. PvP HeroesPress +
button to see more detailsStrongest burst hero for PVP, amazing furniture abilitiesHeroes that scale with enemy health perform less well in PVP. Heroes who are easily distracted (including Mehira) are too easily put out of positionSheep to be able to take any damage, some heroes are too squishyHer signature item and
fast attack speed can lockdown enemies on a similar level, - making her a very strong pvp damage dealer. But her abilities do not work at high-level deficits typical of the campaign. Yet Another End-Game Tier List of AFK ArenasFor Promotions &amp; King's Tower | Shared by Idle_Jasper_Here are basically the best
Heroes for the playoffs in AFK Arena right now. I don't really want to put a specific level list with S, A, B, C level, etc for this section so I will put the characters in 3 generic categories. Play AFK Arena on PC/Mac to fully enjoy the game! Campaign End-Game Tier ListOptimal Tier: Safe &amp; Great Heroes to invest. They
shine very well in the late game, even in the highest chapters of the AFK Arena.Situational Tier: A little less important. You can exchange them with the above Heroes in certain specific situations. They are very important in some lineups. Subpar Tier: Worst heroes to invest. Always take this AFK Arena tier list with a grain
of salt. You don't have to follow everything I mention in this tutorial and always remember that team synergy is the top priority in building the team. In general, you want to build a team that develops around a head bear (The one that provides the main damage output). The team should have 2 tanks (which have high
defense and HP) and support Heroes (which provides buffs, debuffs, healing effects, crowd control effects, etc.). All the others help the main Hero stay to deal with as much damage as possible. Optimal Hero Tier ListSituational Hero Tier ListSubpar Hero Tier ListFerael, Thoran, NaraTasi, Lyca, Nemora, EironnLucius,
Rowan, Belinda, FawkesBrutusAthalia (+30 or higher signature item), Mehira, Twins.Grezhul, Shemira, KelthurUlmus, Gorvo, Seirus, Kaz, LorsanRosaline, Hendrik, EstrildaKhasos, Warek, Vurk, SkreggOrthos, EzizhIsabella, BadenThane, RaneNumisu, AntandraSatranaZolrathGeneral Tips for Notable
CharactersShemira: Why she is not an optimal heroObviously, she is one of the best Heroes in the beginning to the middle of the game. She's starting to shine from lvl. 161 as she unlocks her most important skill here. During this time you can invest your resources and get her to 40 levels higher than the other Heroes
while still being able to provide decent support to her using lower level support. She is free-to-play friendly and is the easiest bear to invest in: You can get 2 Shemira copies for free, one from the divine realm and one from finishing chapter 15. You can also get her from the Labyrinth Store.Once your crystal is above level
240, you may begin to feel that she is becoming less effective. She now dies faster and usually casting the ultimate. After level 240, most players use players in Guild Hunt and some specific King's Tower only. That's why I didn't put her in the optimal hero level list afk Arena.Triple Wilders ComboShemira + Green Trio
(Lyca, Nemora, Tasi) + Lucius/Brutus/Grezhul is one of the most widely used teams in the game, especially for campaign and King's Tower.Usually, after level 240, people tend to replace Shemira with Ferael.The Green Trio is still extremely amazing for Promotions. And of course I highly recommend building Lyca,
Nemora &amp; Tasi your first tree Wilder Heroes. After that, you can work on Eironn or Kaz as the tank for the Wilder tower. Arden is good in the early game. He shines after level 141. But since he is limited to level 160, he will not be so effective earlier chapter 22/23.Lorsan is not used much in the current meta. But he's
good for Guild Hunts and some specific promotions. Pharaoh, one of the best berries in the AFK ArenaIf not the best. Pharaoh should have one of the very best situations in the level list of AFK Arena.He has insanely high injuries, stun. He can summon spirits that reduce enemy Energy and interrupt attacks. yes, he's so
big. In addition, he can survive extremely well by dodging attacks. Not to mention that his signature item is one of the best right now. Pharaoh begins to shine after level 200. And you can really feel the difference after level 240.Get as many copies of Pharaoh as possible. Never use him as a feeder. Lightbearer
TeamNowadays, with the help of Lightbearers in the campaign becomes more viable with the launch of the new Lightbearer Heroes.If you don't use a full Lightbearer team, you want to focus on either Rowan or Lucius first. The team faction bonus is what makes a full Lightbearer (or Celestial – Lightbearer) team super
strong right now. You can run Athalia as head bear as long as her signature object is lvl 30+ (to ensure she will have enough damage). Mauler TeamMaulers is probably the worst phalanx for the Campaign &amp; King's Tower.The only exception is Brutus. Because of the Last Gasp's ability, he can handle enemies that
are much stronger than him. Khasos &amp; Safiya are two honorable mentions. They are very good in some specific chapters. But they are still not enough to be called Optimal Heroes.Example LineupsHere are some great examples of lineups that have been thoroughly tested by a lot of top players. Play AFK Arena on
PC/Mac to fully enjoy the game! Brutus + Tasi + Nemora + Ferael + Lyca This should be the best team for F2P and low spenders players in The AFK Arena to play in the playoffs. This is one of the most popular endgame teams right now. As a free to play player, it is quite possible to reach Chapter 25 with the help of this
crazy strong team. It is ok to replace Brutus with Grezhul, Nara or Thoran.Lucius + Estrilda + Rowan + Fawkes + Belinda Estrilda can be replaced by Hendrik or Rosaline. Fawkes can be used as a dodge tank. You Also use Celestial heroes in this team, as long as they have high level signature items. If you want to use a
full Lightbearer team- Lightbearer team- will usually need to change Heroes depending on the situation. This is not a free-to-play faction. Thoran + Nara + Farael TeamsThese 3 are great base Heroes for many campaign teams. You can add any Hero from the aforementioned green trio, Eironn, Athalia or Brutus
depending on the enemies. If you have any questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to comment below to help us improve this AFK Arena Tier List. Love you! Guys!
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